Commission oflnquiry into the Construction Works at and near the Hung Hom Station
Extension under the Sha tin to Central Link Project

SECOND WITNESS STATEMENT OF ALAN YEUNG

I, Alan Yeung of39/F Sun Hung Kai Centre, 30 Harbour Road, Hong Kong, say as follows:
1.

I refer to my frrst witness statement dated 17 May 2019 ("First Witness Statement").
Unless otherwise stated or the context otherwise requires, any abbreviations shall bear
the same meaning as in my First Witness Statement.

2.

I make this second witness statement as supplemental witness statement to my First
Witness Statement, to correct paragraph 21 of my FiI-st Witness Statement.

3.

Unless otherwise stated, the facts stated herein are within my personal knowledge and
徂·e

true. Where the facts and matters stated herein are not within my own knowledge,

they are based on the stated sources and are true to the best of my knowledge.
Summary table for the HHS
4.

I would like to c01Tect paragraph 21 of my First Witness Statement in which I refer to
a table prepared and disclosed by Leighton summarising the records of the formal
inspections for rebar fixing and pre-pour checks for the HHS (numbered
LCAL.HHS.2.01 in the Index). I have not confmned or checked the accuracy of the
table. I would like to clai·ify and correct that I submitted most of the RISC forms for
the formal inspections that I was responsible for in the HHS, with the exception that I
did not submit forms for 27 out of the 66 relevant formal inspections in that area. The
details are as follows:
(a) I did not submit a RJSC form for 12 out of the 40 rebar fixing inspections; and
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(b) I did not submit a RISC form for 15 out of26 pre-pour check inspections. However,
I completed the RISC form for the rebar fixing inspections for 6 of those concrete
pours.
Dated the

Signed:

J.-3 day of

／今.

Mo-.1

2019.

;,c.-

Alan Yenng
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